March 21

Welcome from the SENCO

As the new SENCO at
Shenley Academy I would
like to welcome you to the
latest SEND Newsletter,
aimed at keeping parents
and carers informed and
updated on all things
associated with supporting those with additional
needs. I believe that
working in partnership
with families will produce positive educational and
social outcomes for your child, as this is directly linked
to supporting learning and development. I hope that
this will be the start of a positive relationship between
school and home. Please do not hesitate to contact
your child’s keyworker, or me, at school as required.
Many thanks,
Mr A Rackham.

View the Voiceover Power Point

If you haven’t already seen it, please click on the buton
below:

WATCH INTRODUCTION TO SHENLEY SENDCO

Numeracy and Literacy
The Inclusion Team has recently introduced a new
Maths and Literacy intervention. IDL Numeracy is
a maths software resource that helps to improve
ability for low-attaining learners in mathematics. IDL
is a computer-based programme that is tailored to
each individual pupil. It runs adjacent to the Maths
curriculum and covers seven mathematical principles:
Bonds, Counting, Sequencing, Patterns, Number Value,
Place Value and Arithmetic. The progress for individual

students who participate in this intervention is
overwhelmingly positive.
The IDL Literacy Intervention is a speaking-computer
based multi-sensory system which supports learners
with dyslexia, dyslexic traits and other learning
difficulties to increase their reading and spelling ages.
The programme was specifically designed for those
with dyslexia and is used as an intervention but can also
be used effectively as a school wide literacy solution.
Over the last 40 years’ numerous research studies
have shown that IDL Literacy is a proven solution for
increasing the reading and spelling ability of pupils
with dyslexia and other learning difficulties, including
dyspraxia and Meares – Irlen Syndrome, by an average
of 11 months after just 26 hours of use.
The length of the programme will be unique for each
individual child. Therefore, we will keep you updated
regarding the progress of your child. Short 15-minute
sessions are proven to be effective. Pupils who have
been identified for this intervention receive their
own log-in details so we would also encourage you
to support your child in accessing the programme at
home.

SEND Parent Champions
In order to improve the link between home and school
we are looking to enrol a small group of parents and
carers as ‘SEND Parent Champions’. We believe that
this will act as a vital bridge between families, schools
and local services. As a ‘Parent Champion’ you will play
a crucial role in breaking down potential barriers to
services and provide a voice for pupils with additional
needs. By working together, we will be able to share
vital information, knowledge and advice on good
practice in a meaningful way. You do not have to be an
expert, just passionate about making a difference. If you
are interested in becoming a SEND Champion please
email Adrian.Rackham@e-act.org.uk

‘Take 10’

Starting the conversation:
Whilst the activity is underway, what’s the best way
to encourage your child to open up? Below are some
successful conversation starters. Starting a conversation
can be difficult, especially if you’re worried that your
child is having a hard time. It doesn’t matter what topic
the conversation starts with - it’s about the opportunity
it gives you both to talk about feelings and to provide
comfort.

Talking to your child about how they’re feeling can be
hard. By taking 10 minutes with them to do an activity
you’ll both enjoy, you’ll create a relaxed space to start
that conversation. There are lots of fun activity ideas,
conversation starters and advice to make talking easier
and help you and your child ‘Take 10’.

Here’s some conversation ideas to start things off...

General

How are
you feeling?

What was the
biggest problem you had
today?

What do
you want to
talk about?

What was the If you could start
best and worst today again, what
would you do
bit of your day?

How can I
support you
through (issue)?

differently?

What did you do
today that you
are most proud
of?

Do you want
to talk about
what’s going on?

Is there anything you
need from me... space,
time to talk, time to
do something fun?

Encouragers
You’re the leading expert when it comes to your child.
You can tell when they aren’t in the mood to talk or
aren’t responding to your attempts. Re-assure them
that if they don’t want to talk now, they can talk to you
at any time. You can also follow up conversations with
encouragers...

Fun
What’s your
favourite song
at the moment?
Would I like it?

Serious

If you were an
animal, which
one would you
be?

What’s your
If your life was
favourite thing
a movie, which
one would it be? about school and
why?

If an alien had landed in
your class today, what
would you have been
embarassed for them
to see?
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I love you - nothing can ever
change that

You can talk
to me - I’m
here for you

If you need to
talk to someone
else - that’s ok
too

If you talk to me
about what is
worrying you, I can
do my best to help
you

We’re going to
get through
this together

Even if I don’t
understand,
know that I want
to.

What to do next

Art Competition
for Praise Postcard

Thank them for sharing what’s going on, be
encouraging about the way they’ve opened up and
acknowledge how they’re feeling.

The Brief
Design a new praise post card to be used by
the SEND team and teachers. These cards will
be sent home to students and parents to offer
them praise.

Let them know that you love them, you’re there for
them, they can talk to you whenever they need to, and
you can help them get support if they need it.
Ask them if there’s anything you can do that they would
find particularly helpful.

The Task
Choose one of the following academy words:

Spend time together thinking about what’s making
them feel this way. It could be something at home or
school, a relationship with a friend or family member
or something else. Discuss whether there any changes
that could be made to help make things easier.
Let your child know about the helplines, text lines and
online chat services that are available if they need to
talk to someone outside the family. You can find a list of
these at the end of this guide. Young people can find it
difficult to talk and worry about upsetting their parents,
so reassure them that it’s okay to open up to other
people.

•

Aspiration

•

Resilience

•

Respect

•

Responsibility

•

Tolerance

The Design
An A4 landscape poster, either by hand or
on the computer, that represents this word
and our academy. Make it bright, bold and
engaging. Ensure the word is clear on the
picture.

If you think your child needs professional support to
feel better you can speak to your GP, which is the main
way to access mental health services. Together you can
discuss whether referral to Child and Adolescent Mental
Health Services (CAMHS), an assessment by a mental
health specialist, or referral for another kind of support
is needed. You can speak to your GP with or without
your child.

Handing in
Either hand in to the inclusion office or send
directly to Khalilur.Rahman@E-ACT.org.uk

If your child needs emotional support and help to make
sense of their feelings, they might benefit from seeing
a counsellor or therapist. You may be able to access this
for free through your GP or your child’s school. If it’s
an affordable option, you can also consider a private
child counsellor. You can find more information about
accessing counselling services at the end of this page.

Include
The word you are entering under, your name,
form and year group. You may enter for as
many words as you wish.
Deadline
Friday 26th March.

If you’re not sure what to do, you can call
our Parents Helpline on 0808 802 5544
for free information, advice and support.
They are open Monday to Friday from
9:30am–4pm.

Magic Breakfast Bagels
Students in Year 7 & 8 are welcome to come to Inclusion
before school so that they can receive a breakfast bagel
and also check in with a member of the Inclusion Team
before they start their day. Students can talk to other
students or share any concerns
that they have with a member
of staff before going to
lessons. The ‘Meet & Greet’
sessions start at 8:15am
each morning.

Please press on the following link to see
how you can provide emotional support
for your child:
https://youtu.be/zos7e0AkVxM
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English as an Additional
Language (EAL)

keep it real, so make the differences subtle.
6. Vary the Tone
If you’re ready to more add strings to your bow, try
contrasting your tone which is good for sharing both
voices and narration. How about switching from
monotone to musical? Whispering can also be great fun
as it feels like a secret and kids love secrets!
7. Add Movement and Props
You can take it to another level by adding movements
and props. Make your movements as big or small as
you like and invite the kids to join in. Maybe their arms
become flapping wings or a wooden spoon becomes a
paintbrush.

Support for EAL (English as an Additional Language) is
a core responsibility for all schools and here at Shenley
Academy we take it very seriously. We seek to provide
sustainable long term EAL provision for all our students.
Mrs Sadler, our EAL lead, oversees the individualised
student action plans which are created in liaison with
the parent, student and teachers. The plans take into
account key factors such as attainment outcomes, level
of proficiency in English, their first language and how
long the student has been in the UK.

8. Make it Interactive
Involve your listeners! You can ask them to repeat
sentences, encourage them to add sound effects, get
them to count and name what they see and even let
them guess what’s coming next.

Reading – Top Tips
In order to compliment the range of whole-school
reading initiatives pupils are encouraged to read as
much as possible. There are many ways that parents
and carers can support with this. Here, there is a list
of top ten tips for sharing stories with your child. By
reading for just 10 minutes per day can make a crucial
difference to your child’s future.

9. Discuss as You Read
Speak your thoughts aloud as you read. Is there
something similar you remember happening in the
world? Or a related memory from your childhood?
Set an example and your listeners will become active,
engaged readers who make their own connections.

1. Be Prepared
Sharing a story should be fun for everyone, even
grown-ups! Read it yourself first and have a think about
the characters and plot. If you love it, chances are they
will too! This also means that there will be no surprises
that might trip you up as you read.

10. Take it to a New Level
Challenge kids with stories above their reading
level. When you get to something difficult or new
in the book, stop and repeat it slowly. Tell them
what it means, what it makes you think of, other
words that mean the same thing and use it again
in another context.

2. Get Comfy
Are there enough cushions and blankets to sit on? Can
you be heard? Is there enough light? If your children
are easily distracted, they can draw or play games
quietly while you read; they’ll still reap the benefits of
your storytelling.

For more useful resources,
visit Worldbookday.com

3. Holding the Book
Now it’s time to tame those pages so you can read the
text and your kids can see you. You can hold the book
wide open and to the side or put it between laps. Plus,
you can use your free hand to point out pictures and
for grand gestures.

Aim Higher from Mr Jacobs
As the Assistant SENCO, I also co-ordinate the
AimHigher programme for those with an additional
need. I ensure that all students feel valued, empowering
them to achieve their aspirations whilst following
their dreams. Working alongside the Careers Team,
we provide information, advice and support for pupils
so that they are able to make informed decisions
about their future pathways. I am available to meet
with pupils to discuss any questions that they might
have regarding post-16 education, employment or
apprenticeships.

4. Get Into Character
Using voices and songs is a great way to bring the story
to life. You can go high or low or change the speed from
fast to slow to show the difference between characters.
Songs are also great and you can write your own catchy
tune or borrow a well-known melody.
5. Mix It Up
Changing tempo is a great way to grab children’s
attention and build suspense or add humour. Try
slowing down or speeding up for different scenes.
With emotional books, it’s especially important to
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Harry Potter
School
Over the past four weeks of
lockdown, the students in
physical school have been
participating in ‘Harry Potter
School’. This has been an
excellent opportunity for
the students to engage in a diverse and engaging
curriculum based around all things
Harry Potter. Our fantastic teachers
have gone above and beyond to
deliver lessons such as Fantastical
food and fancies, Herbology, Luna Art
and Wizarding words, spellings and
spells.
The students have been sorted into
their houses using our very own
sorting hat and have all been awarded weekly house
points and prizes. Out top 20 students will also be
awarded an all expenses paid trip to ‘Harry Potter World’
once the facility is back up and running.
In view of its success we have decided to continue
offering ‘Harry Potter school’ as part of a half termly
reward system for our students.
Example of what the students have produced in
‘Fantastical Food and Fancies’.
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What Your Child Will be Studying this Term
Please find on the following pages a list to what your child will be studying this
term for each subject.
You can also find these lists with links to extra resources here.
Year 7
ENGLISH
Biographical Texts
MATHS
Conversion of units of measurement
Areas of triangles and rectangles
Area of a trapezium
Areas of kites and rhombi
Areas of composite shapes made using
rectangles and triangles
Areas of composite shapes using kites, 		
rhombii and trapezia
Recognise and draw nets of 3D shapes
Calculate the surface area of a cube and
cuboid
Calculate the surface area of triangular 		
prisms
Convert between units of volume and area
FRENCH
Vocabulary about hobbies and past times
Conjugating the verb faire
Conjugating regular er verbs
SPANISH
Vocabulary about hobbies and past times
Conjugating the verb hacer
Conjugating regular ar, er and ir verbs
PE
Values in sport
Components of fitness
Teamwork through conditioned games
Respect through conditioned games

Year 8
ENGLISH
The Tempest
MATHS
Area of a trapezium
Circumference of a circle
Area of a circle
Semi circles and 1/4 circles
Areas of composite shapes
Convert between units of area and volume
Calculate the area of a cross section of a
prism
Calculate the volume of cubes, cuboids and
triangular prisms
Calculate the volume of a cylinder
Calculate the surface area of cubes, cuboids
and prisms
SCIENCE
Life Cycles
FRENCH
My identity
Music
Relationships
Using 3 tenses
SPANISH
Hobbies
What you do on the weekend
Clothes

HISTORY
How dangerous was life for a medieval 		
King?
How significant were medieval Queens?
What qualities were needed for a successful
King in the Middle Ages?
How did castle building develop during the
Middle Ages?
Why did England and Scotland go to war in
the 13th century?
GEOGRAPHY
How does development vary across Africa?
Why is it important to learn about Africa?
What is the climate of Africa like?
What is the population of Africa like?
What impact does tourism have on Kenya?
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Jewish belief
Jewish ethnicity
Monotheism and Nature of God
The synagogue
The Tenakh
Abraham and his sacrifice
Moses and the Ten Commandments
DANCE
The Lindy Hop
Formation
Key Lindy Hop movements
Social dance
Lindy Hop “therapy” sessions to bridge any
gaps of knowledge

PE

Values in sport
Components of fitness
Responsibility through conditioned games
Compassion through conditioned games
HISTORY
The Transatlantic Slave Trade
West Africa before the 16th Century
The Trade Triangle and Middle Passage
Slaves lives
Why the slave trade was abolished
GEOGRAPHY TOPIC:
How is Asia becoming more powerful on a
global stage?
What are superpower geographies?
What makes the USA a superpower?
What are the BRICS nations and why are
they important?
What is a Tiger Economy? Why are these
economies growing in importance?
What is holding back North Korea from
becoming a superpower?
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Sikh Life
What is the Khalsa and how was it formed?
5Ks
Sikh marriage traditions
Sikh migration to the UK
Sewa
DANCE
The Lindy Hop
Formation
Key Lindy Hop movements
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MUSIC
1. Introduction to programme music
2. Dance Macabre
3. The Sorcerers Apprentice
4. Carnival of the Animals (The Aquarium)
5. Carnival of the Animals (The Elephant)
6. Carnival of the Animals (The Aviary)
ART
1. Element of Art - Colour
2. Colour Theory
3. Colour mixing
4. Drawing skills/techniques
DRAMA
Melodrama - Narrative
Melodrama - Stock Character
Exaggerated Gestures
Mime
Audience (Narration/ Monologue)
Anti Climax - Climax
DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
1. Design Context Investigation
2. Designers and companies
3. Design Breif and Specification
4. Design Ideas and Modelling
5. Evaluation
6. New and emegring technologies
1. Decomposition and abstraction
2. Algorithmic thinking and representing
algorithms as flowcharts
3. Data entry and formatting in spread		
sheets
4. Formulae and functions in spreadsheets
SCIENCE
Energy

Social dance
Lindy Hop “therapy” sessions to bridge any
gaps of knowledge
MUSIC
History of Dance music
1. History of Dance music 1900s-2020
2. DAWs and Drum Machines
3. Chords and Synthesizers
4. Riffs and Basslines
5. Toplines and Vocal Melodies
ART
1. Mechanical
2. Steam Punk
3. Relief Surfaces
4. Drawing Skills/techniques
DRAMA
1. Greek Theatre Narrative/ Storyline
2. Character
3. Choral Movement
4. Choral Speech
5. Narrator
DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
1. Design Context Investigation
2. Designers and companies
3. Design Breif and Specification
4. Design Ideas and Modelling
5. Evaluation
6. New and emerging technologies
ICT
1. Data types and variables
2. Variables and constants
3. Introduction to binary
4. Converting from binary to denary

What Your Child Will be Studying this Term (continued)

Year 9
ENGLISH
Love and Relationships Poetry
MATHS
Areas of circles and shapes made using
circles
Perimeters of shapes made using circles
Area of a sector
Length of a circular arc
Calculate the volume of a cylinder exactly
Calculate the surface area of a prism
Use Pythagoras’ theorem in 3 dimensions
Calculate composite measurements (speed,
density, pressure)
Photosynthesis
SCIENCE
FRENCH
My identity
Music
Relationships
Using 3 tenses
SPANISH
Hobbies
What you do on the weekend
Clothes

Year 10
ENGLISH
An Inspector Calls
MATHS
Areas of circular sectors
Length of a circular arc
Area of a composite shape
Perimeter of a composite shape
Area of a triangle
Area of a segment
Calculate the volume and surface area of a
prism
Calculate the volumes of cones, pyramids
and spheres
Calculate using compound measures (speed,
density and pressure) where calculations
have multiple parts
Calculate using similar shapes
SCIENCE
Electricity
Bonding and structure revision
Infection and response revision
FRENCH
Holiday and leisure vocabulary
Constructing sentences in all tenses
SPANISH
Hobbies and past times vocabulary
Constructing sentences in all tenses
PE
Values in sport
Training methods in sport

PE

Values in sport
Principles of training
Etiquette through conditioned games
Resilience through conditioned games
HISTORY
Holocaust- Jewish history
Holocaust- 20C stereotypes
Holocaust- Jewish life 1933-39
Holocaust- Causes of the Holocaust
Holocaust- Interpretations
GEOGRAPHY TOPIC:
How are humans altering physical environ
ments?
How is fast fashion destroying the planet?
How is plastic choking our oceans?
What can we do about the plastic pollution
problem?
How are single-use plastics affecting Bali?
How does my families shopping affect the
rainforest? (palm oil)
Can veganism reduce climate change?
Topic: Medical Ethics
Considering
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Sanctity of life
Moral debates within Euthanasia
Moral debates within Abortion
Applying Philosophical arguments from

Etiquette through conditioned games
Resilience through conditioned games
HISTORY
Anglo-Saxon and Normand England
The Norman invasion
William I in power, securing the kingdom,
1066-87
The Causes and Consequences of Anglo-Sax
on resistance,1068-71
William I in power, securing the kingdom,
1066-87
GEOGRAPHY
Living Environments
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Topic : Christian Beleif
Creation
Nature of God
Cocnept of Grace
Stewardship
Life after Death
DANCE
Completion of Component 1: Exploring the
Performing Arts
Preparation for Component 2: Developing
skills and techniques for Performing Arts
MUSIC
Component 1: Exploring Music Products and
Styles
ART
1. AO3: Observational Drawing/Annotation
2. AO2: Media Experimentation/refinement
3. AO1: Artist Research
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Utilitarianism and different religious 		
arguments.
Completion of “Into the Hoods”
DANCE
Choreographer details
Use of costume/movements
Role of the dancer
MUSIC
Film Music
ART
1. Portraits
2. Realistic/abstract
3. Mixed Media experimentation
4. Drawing skills - techniques
DRAMA
(Non-Naturalistic Practitioners)		
Bertolt Brecht
DV8
Katie Mitchell
Verbatim
Workshop x4 Practitioners
DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
Food Technology - Food Choices
Health and Safety
ICT
1. Linear search
2. Bubble sort
3. Representing images as binary
4. Representing sound as binary

DRAMA
Unit 3 1. Approaches to Performing Arts
Organisations
2. Industry
3. Marketing
4. Live Theatre
PRODUCT DESIGN
1. Mechanisms
CATERING
Health and Safety in the kitchen
Food Provenance -Food packaging
Organic farming
Food and the Five RS
Food in the UK and importation
HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
RO21 - Essential Values in Health and Social
Care
SPORTS STUDIES
RO51 - Contemporary issues in sport
1. Promoting values in sport
2. Major sporting events
3. National governing bodies in sport
PERFORMING ARTS
BUSINESS STUDIES
RO64 Enterprise Concepts
Pricing stratergies
Adevertising methods
Business ownerships
Private and Limited companies
Human Resources and Quality Control

What Your Child Will be Studying this Term (continued)
Year 11
ENGLISH
English Literature revision
MATHS
Mathematics revision
SCIENCE
Science Revision
FRENCH
N/A
SPANISH
Hobbies and past times vocabulary
Constructing sentences in all tenses
PE
Values in sport
Training methods in sport
Etiquette through conditioned games
Resilience through conditioned games
HISTORY
Anglo-Saxon and Norman England, 1060-88
William I in power securing the kingdom,
1066-87
Recap Norman England

GEOGRAPHY
Finishing climate change and starting urban
challenges
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
N/A
DANCE
Component 2: Developing skills and 		
techniques for Performing Arts
MUSIC
Component 3: Responding to a Commercial
Music Brief
ART
1. AO2: Media Experimentation/refinement
2. AO4: Initial Personalised outcome
DRAMA
Unit 1 - Unlocking Creativity (Portfolio) Research
Budgeting
Job Roles
Marketing
PRODUCT DESIGN
1.Mechanisms
CATERING
Nutrition and Health

Macro nutrients
Protien
Fats
Carboydrates
Micro Nutirents
HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
Making amendments to units RO22 Communicating with indivdiuals in Health
and Social Care
Making amendments to units RO22 - 		
Communicating with indivdiuals in Health
and Social Care
SPORTS STUDIES
RO53 - Sports Leadership
1. Leadership skills and qualities
2. Risk assessments
3. Planning sports activity sessions
PERFORMING ARTS
BUSINESS STUDIES
RO64 Enterprise Concepts
Focus on LO1, LO2 and LO3

SEND BRIEFING
PARENT
WEBINAR
March 21

Parent/Carer Webinars take place regularly throughout the year and cover a number of different
topics. Please see the local offer website for further details. Each webinar should last approximately one hour and take the format of a presentation followed by an opportunity to ask questions.

Occupational Therapy - Gross Motor Matters
Helping your child to do the BIG things – Junior school and Secondary school age children
Speakers: Ellie Steer & Janet Tighe- Occupational Therapists
Tuesday 16th March- 10.00am – 11.00am
Ticket Link

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/gross-motor-matters-helping-your-child-do-the-big-thingstickets-144428560713
Helping your child to do the BIG things – Early Years and Infant school age children
Speakers: Katie Green & Sarah Gallagher- Occupational Therapists
Wednesday 17th March – 1.00pm – 2.00pm
Ticket Link

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/gross-motor-matters-helping-your-child-do-the-big-thingstickets-144620837819
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We’re here to help

TEN TOP
TIPS TO HELP
YOUR CHILD

We’re providing a range of
information, advice and support
for parents/carers of children
with special educational needs
or a disability (SEND) during
this difficult time:

1.

Talk to them about what they understand.
This would be a good time to check the facts with them on the internet as the information is changing daily.

2.

Turn off the news on the TV in front of your child, and limit access to social media.
There is lots of speculation in the media and social media which can cause high anxiety. Limit internet access for your
child and avoid uncertain conversations in front of them.

3.

Teach hygiene.
Schools have been teaching all children good hygiene to protect everyone from COVID-19. As parents we can do this at
home too. BBC Newsround has produced a video to explain about the importance of handwashing to children.

4.

Provide predictability/structure and routines.
Children with autism need lots of predictability, structure and routines. Visual timetables (pictures, checklist, symbols),
diaries or calendars can help with this. Discuss with your child each morning what is going to happen that day, who
they are going to be with, what activities they can do and when.

5.

Keep them busy with fun activities.
Use this time to do some fun activities at home that you may not normally have the time to do. Teach some life skills,
for example cooking, helping with housework, reading, etc. Check with your child’s school what websites they would
recommend that could help with fun learning activities, homework or other learning options. The BBC is providing daily
lessons on BBC Bitesize.

6.

Advice and support for families and children with learning difficulties.
Email LDParentEnquiries@birmingham.gov.uk for more information.

Teach calming strategies.
Many children with autism struggle to self-regulate and relax. Explore different options to help to reduce anxieties, such
as yoga, breathing exercises, relaxing music, sensory games, meditation and video clips. Every child is different, and
you know your child best. YouTube has lots of ideas for activities but remember to check them out yourself first before
showing your child.

7.

Reassure them.
It’s important to reassure your child that they will be o.k and things will get back to normal.

Sensory Support Service (SSS)

8.

Keep it simple and factual.
Avoid using language and terms your child may not understand.

Providing support and ideas to families and children with hearing or vision loss.
Email SSParentEnquiry@birmingam.gov.uk for more information.

9.

Call/ video call/ write to relatives.
If your child is missing a favourite person or worried about a relative, explore ways to keep in touch to reassure your
child they are ok, for example video calls through FaceTime, WhatsApp or Skype or writing them a letter.

SEND Parent Link Contact Line - 0121 303 8461
For queries and concerns call 0121 303 8461 9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday and
you will be signposted to the relevant professional to help with your child’s needs.

Communication and Autism Team (CAT)
Advice and support for families and children with communication needs and autism.
Email CATParentEnquiries@birmingham.gov.uk for more information.

Early Years Inclusion Service
Helping you to support your child’s learning, development and emotional needs.
Email SENDenquiries@birmingham.gov.uk for more information.

Pupil and School Support (PSS) Service

Physical Difficulties Support Service (PDSS)
Advice and support for families ad their children with physical difficulties.
Email PDSSParentEnquiry@birmingham.gov.uk for more information.

You can find more advice from Birmingham City Council about talking to your child here
Visit : www.birmingham.gov.uk/localoffer
Follow us on Twitter: @A2Education #coronavirushelp

“We can do this if we all work together as a family”
Birmingham SEND Youth Forum

Visit www.birmingham.gov.uk/localoffer
Follow us on Twitter: @A2Education #coronavirushelp

TEN TIPS
FOR SHARING STORIES

COMMUNICATION
AND AUTISM
TEAM (CAT)

With children & young people of all ages

Sharing stories aloud is a fantastically fun way to celebrate the joys of books and reading with children of all ages,
to spark their imagination. World Book Day’s SHARE A STORY CAMPAIGN encourages parents, carers, siblings
and friends to read to one another, highlighting the importance of spending JUST 10 MINUTES A DAY READING
WITH CHILDREN OF ALL AGES, to create readers for life and make a crucial difference to their future.

COVID-19 & Advice
for Parents / Carers

To help you get the most out of sharing stories, here are 10 handy tips:
1. BE PREPARED

6. VARY THE TONE

Sharing a story should be fun for everyone, even
grown-ups! Read it yourself first and have a think about
the characters and plot. If you love it, chances are they
will too! This also means that there will be no surprises
that might trip you up as you read.

If you’re ready to more add strings to your bow, try
contrasting your tone which is good for sharing both
voices and narration. How about switching from
monotone to musical? Whispering can also be great fun
as it feels like a secret and kids love secrets!

2. GET COMFY

7. ADD MOVEMENT AND PROPS

Are there enough cushions and blankets to sit on? Can
you be heard? Is there enough light? If your children
are easily distracted, they can draw or play games
quietly while you read; they’ll still reap the benefits of
your storytelling.

You can take it to another level by adding movements
and props. Make your movements as big or small as
you like and invite the kids to join in. Maybe their arms
become flapping wings or a wooden spoon becomes a
paintbrush.

3. HOLDING THE BOOK

8. MAKE IT INTERACTIVE

Now it’s time to tame those pages so you can read the
text and your kids can see you. You can hold the book
wide open and to the side or put it between laps. Plus,
you can use your free hand to point out pictures and
for grand gestures.

Involve your listeners! You can ask them to repeat
sentences, encourage them to add sound effects, get
them to count and name what they see and even let
them guess what’s coming next.

Currently the nation is experiencing a situation we have not seen before. It is requiring us all to change our normal
routines and may be causing your child with autism to feel concerned and present some challenges for you as a
parent and/or carer.
The Communication and Autism Team are here to help you during this difficult time. Our families and children are
really important to us and we are here to provide you with support through our telephone helpline service.
You can get advice and support on a range of topics, including the following:
• Strategies to support access to home routines
• Motivating and engaging your child
• Tips for helping your child /young person to manage their school work at home
• Social communication and interaction
• Sleeping, eating and personal hygiene
• Wellbeing
• Structure and routine
• Coping with new routines
• Helping your child to understand what is happening
• Looking after yourself

9. DISCUSS AS YOU READ
4. GET INTO CHARACTER
Using voices and songs is a great way to bring the story
to life. You can go high or low or change the speed from
fast to slow to show the difference between characters.
Songs are also great and you can write your own catchy
tune or borrow a well-known melody.

Speak your thoughts aloud as you read. Is there
something similar you remember happening in the
world? Or a related memory from your childhood?
Set an example and your listeners will become active,
engaged readers who make their own connections.

We would like to assure you that our support remains available to you by telephone throughout this period.
If you would like to access this service please email CATParentEnquiries@birmingham.gov.uk with the following information:
- Your name
- The telephone number you would like to be contacted on
- The name of your child’s school
- Times and dates you are not available

10. TAKE IT TO A NEW LEVEL
5. MIX IT UP
Changing tempo is a great way to grab children’s
attention and build suspense or add humour. Try
slowing down or speeding up for different scenes.
With emotional books, it’s especially important to
keep it real, so make the differences subtle.

Challenge kids with stories above their reading
level. When you get to something difficult or new
in the book, stop and repeat it slowly. Tell them
what it means, what it makes you think of, other
words that mean the same thing and use it again
in another context.

We will then arrange for a member of the team to call you back as soon as possible.

“We can do this if we all work together as a family”

Congratulations! You’re now on your way to a daily dose of reading heaven that will have lasting benefits for your children.
Now you have the tools, just have a great time – and remember, just 10 minutes a day is all it takes to share a story.

worldbookday.com

Celebrate stories. Love reading.

Birmingham SEND Youth Forum

Visit www.birmingham.gov.uk/localoffer
Follow us on Twitter: @A2Education #coronavirushelp

#WorldBookDay

World Book Day is a registered charity.
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Shenley SEND Champions
Each subject area has a ‘SEND Champion’. This is a committed and passionate member of staff who works as a
SEND advocate and crucial link between the Inclusion Team and members of staff within their department. The
SEND champions provide training and advice to support high quality teaching within the classroom.

The SEND TEAM, Shenley Academy, Shenley Lane, Birmingham B29 4HE. SENCo Adrian Rackham Adrian.Rackham@E-ACT.org.uk
Telephone: 0121 464 5191, Email: Shenley.Enquiry@E-ACT.org.uk. www.shenleyacademy.e-act.org.uk

